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What is true polar wander?

Motion of the Earth as a whole
relative to its spin axis
In practice: mantle reference frame
with no net rotation of whole mantle
suitable for “Earth as a whole”

  Maximum speed 
of true polar wander

With realistic Earth parameters,
maximum speed in case (2) 
about 1 deg / Myr

 

 

 

True polar wander and geoid

When the geoid (above; relative to hydrostatic 
equilibrium shape) changes with time, the rotation axis 
also changes, such that it stays ~ aligned with the axis 
of maximum non-hydrostatic moment of inertia

Apart from features related to subduction, the geoid shape
resembles s-wave velocity anomalies in the lowermost 
mantle (below: from tomography model smean), in particular
two large low shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs)

If those have remained stable (Torsvik et al., 2006), we 
expect they remained centered near the equator, 
with TPW ~ along the blue ring

True polar wander 
from hotspot tracks

Use model of absolute plate motion, determined from hotspot
tracks, to rotate apparent polar wander path (from 
paleomagnetism) into true polar wander path
(works for the past ~ 130 Ma)

Resulting TPW (below, from Torsvik et al., 2007) follows
indeed ~ along the blue ring

True polar wander without 
hotspot tracks – the method

For each time step, compute, for all continents 
combined, in paleomagnetic reference frame
Center of mass
Inertia tensor I
Angular momentum L
mean rotation ω [ L = I� ω]

ω1: along axis at equator, same longitude as center of mass
       (coherent rotation of continents) 

ω2: along axis at equator, 90° from ω1 
       (coherent N-S motion of continents) 

ω3: along axis at pole (coherent E-W motion of continents - 
       cannot be determined from paleomagnetism 
       and requires additional assumption) 

Coherent rotations ω1 interpreted to 
correspond to true polar wander

True polar wander without 
hotspot tracks – results

black: cumulative rotations ω1 

          (indicating TPW events)

grey: cumulative rotations ω2 

          (coherent N-S motions)

continuous: paleomagnetic ref. frame
dashed: (moving) hotspot ref. frames
dotted: paleomagneitc ref. frame, with
inferred TPW events removed

Inferred true polar
wander events 
seen as coherent
rotations of continents
in paleomagnetic
reference frame

... just to make sure: these inferred TPW events can also be seen as rotations 
    in the paleomagnetic data from individual continents, on which they are based

10 degrees 
counterclockwise
rotation, 110 - 100 Ma

           follows

10 degrees clockwise
rotation 145 - 135 Ma

Rotation axis
at similar longitude
as center of mass 
of both continents 
and LLSVPs

18 degrees 
clockwise
rotation, 
195 - 
145 
Ma

follows

18 degrees  counter-
clockwise rotation 
250 - 220 Ma

Rotation axis 
further west, 
near the 
CAMP Large 
Igneous Province
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